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Fill in the missing gaps in this passage about the true meaning of
Christmas.

Christmas is all about J________ becoming a h________ b________. This is what is
meant by the phrase “The W______ of God became f________. Another word
sometimes used is I____________________.

B

Complete this Christmas Crossword below.

1.

A king of Israel who was Jesus’ ancestor.

2.

Jesus was put in this when he was born.

3.

The Kings gave Jesus gold, myrrh and …

4.

The angels sang hymns of … to God.

5.

The angel who told Mary about the birth of Jesus.

6.

Joseph and Mary went to Bethlehem because of this.

7.

Appeared before the Wise Men and led them to Bethlehem.

8.

Jesus’ family spent some time as refugees in this country.

9.

Angels told the shepherds not to be ...
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10. The king who intended to kill Jesus.
11. “God is with us” - another name of Jesus.

C

ATECHISM of the
ATHOLIC
HURCH

The unique and altogether singular event of
the Incarnation of the Son of God does not
mean that Jesus Christ is part God and part
man, nor does it imply that he is the result of a
confused mixture of the divine and the human. He
became truly man while remaining truly God. Jesus
Christ is true God and true man.
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The whole point of

Incarnation is none other than
the Mercy of God who wanted to
repair the damage of Man’s fall
from divine grace.
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C

What do people give gifts for?

D

The wise men gave Jesus three gifts. What do they stand for?

E

How can I be like the wise men? What gifts can I give?
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